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A compilation of the top 14 most requested classical pieces requested by brides and grooms for their

weddings. It is classical music's ultimate 'Greatest Hits'. 14 MP3 Songs CLASSICAL: Chamber Music,

CLASSICAL: String Quartet Details: Classical Bliss is a compilation of the top 14 most requested

classical pieces requested by brides and grooms for their weddings. It is classical music's ultimate

'Greatest Hits'. Classical Music can be so familiar, yet when it comes to choosing something specific, we

seem to be lost. You may be able to hum the tune, recall a scene from a movie where it is used, though

never found out what it is actually called. This is how Classical Bliss came into being - a tool to help you

identify your classical favourites by name! This is a valuable tool for couples as they can listen to the CD

and then choose music for musicians to play live on the day. Sweethearts Music forms a selection of

Australia's finest classical musicians who have performed for Australian Prime Minister John Howard,

through to Mr Rudi Giuliani (the former mayor of New York) and the Australian Rugby team, 'The

Wallabies" as well making appearances for celebrities such as Lleyton Hewat  Bec Cartwright, Nicole

Kidman  Keith Urban and accompany "Australian Idol" finalists and "Dancing with the Stars". We perform

annually at the "Australian Tourism Awards", "Australian of the Year" and the "Prime Minister's Awards" to

name a few and are the preferred musicians nation-wide for the Hyatt and for the Opera House in

Sydney. Featured soloist of Classical Bliss, flautist Rebecca Lloyd, is well known for her performances

both in Australia and overseas and has been quoted as one of Australias most up and coming flautists

and composers.
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